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KNX presence detector Mini Standard 222000

Gira
222000
4010337014683 EAN/GTIN

89,85 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Presence detector Mini Standard KNX 222000 KNX bus system, other bus systems without, presence detector version, surface-mounted mounting type, material other,
material quality other, surface other, surface design not applicable, color white, KNX presence detector Mini Standard presence detector for presence monitoring (operating
mode: presence detector), for Motion detection (operating mode: ceiling monitor) or for monitoring through signaling telegrams (operating mode: detector) in indoor or outdoor
areas. Thanks to the discreet design, the particularly flat design and the flexible installation concept, the Mini presence detectors are well suited for objects with high
architectural standards. Features: Extremely flat installation. Clamp mounting on suspended ceilings. Ceiling installation on fixed ceilings in a device box according to DIN
49073 using optional accessories. Surface mounting in a surface-mounted device box (optional accessory). Protection class IP44 enables installation outdoors or in damp
rooms. Design ring that can be painted over allows the color to be matched to the wall or ceiling. After removing the design ring, all of the device's controls (e.g. programming
button) are easily accessible from the front. This means that no removal is necessary for subsequent adjustment or programming via the ETS. Ceiling-mounted device with
integrated KNX bus connection. PIR sensors: three sensors, integrated brightness sensor. Sensitivity of motion detection can be adjusted manually using an adjuster.
Sensitivity configurable via ETS. Sensitivity adjuster on the device can be deactivated via software. Display of motion detection (permanent or only in the walking test). One
function block configurable. Adjustable operating mode: ceiling monitor, presence detector, detector. Single device, main unit, extension adjustable. Operating mode for
individual device or main unit: automatic, semi-automatic (manual ON automatic OFF or automatic ON manual OFF). Two outputs (if functional: ceiling monitor, presence
detector). Output (With function: ceiling monitor, presence detector): switching, staircase function, switching with forced position, dimming value transmitter, light scene
extension, temperature value transmitter, brightness value transmitter, temperature operating mode. Twilight level adjustable via external communication object or via teach-in.
Additional transmission delay via external communication object. Adaptive follow-up time (self-learning additional transmission delay). Short-term presence function. Twilight
level feedback. Lock function. Manual operation via pushbutton...
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